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Abstract—This paper proposes soft switching solution to a pulse 
width modulation (PWM) three-level (TL) dc-dc converter. The 
proposed converter topologies have the following advantages: all 
power switches have to withstand only half of the input voltage, 
primary clamping devices such as clamping diodes, flying capacitors 
are not required to clamp the off state voltage. The converter can 
achieve ZVS for the leading switches and ZCS or ZVS for the lagging 
switches. ZVZCS converter which combines the advantage of both 
zero voltage and zero current switching converter is selected. ZCS is 
a better solution for converters with IGBTs because of large tailing 
current during switching commutation as dc-dc converters are 
usually operated at high input voltage. The simulation study is 
carried out in MATLAB/ SIMULINK to predict the performance of 
the proposed scheme.  

1. INTRODUCTION 

The idea of having circuits that generate three-level (TL) 
voltage waveforms can be traced back to two US patents 
granted in the early 1960s. It should be emphasized that the 
application of the TL technique does not create a TL voltage 
state in the case of dc-dc converters. The technique has been 
applied to dc-dc converter by Pinheiro and Barbi to reduce the 
voltage stress of the switches.  

A novel PWM TL dc-dc converter was first proposed in 1992 
[1] to lower the voltage stress applied on the switches. The 
authors in [3] proposed a new four switch full bridge dc-dc 
converter well suited for power converters operating at high 
input voltage which features Vin

Paper [6] presents zero-voltage and zero-current switching 
(ZVZCS) PWM TL dc-dc converter with freewheeling diodes 
and flying capacitor suitable for wide input voltage range 
applications. Many other good research works have been 
published regarding the three-level (TL) dc-dc converters 
which are suitable for high voltage applications [7, 8].  

/2 on each switch, capacitive 
turn-off and zero-voltage turned on. The topology reduces 
turn-off switching losses by providing capacitive snubbing. 
Paper [2] presents classification of soft-switching PWM TL 
converter according to the soft-switching type of the leading 
and the lagging switches: 1) ZVS PWM TL converter, whose 
zero state operates in constant current mode. 2) ZVZCS PWM 
TL converter, whose zero state operates in current reset mode, 
the leading switches realize ZVS and the lagging switches 
realize ZCS. 

 
Fig. 1: PWM TL dc Converter 

A PWM TL dc-dc converter is shown in the Fig.1which 
features Vin/2. The voltage stress of the four switches is safely 
sustained during the operation as the off state voltage of the 
switches is directly clamped by the bulky input capacitors. 
Compared to other clamping devices, the bulky input 
capacitors can absorb more resonant energy stored in the 
parasitic inductances, which means the active switches can be 
kept in the safe operating area (SOA) even under fast dynamic 
transition instant. The converter has simple and compact 
structure. Commonly, the input voltage of dc-dc converter 
may be 800V or higher and since the off state voltage of the 
switches is only half of the input voltage, lower voltage rating 
switches say 500-600 V can be used which improves the total 
power density and achieve better overall system performance.  

This paper provides soft switching solution to the converter in 
Fig.1and presents four kinds of novel topologies. The 
proposed topologies have the following common features: all 
switches in the circuit sustain only half of the input voltage; 
off state voltage of the switches is directly clamped by the 
input capacitors and no added clamping devices such as 
clamping diodes and flying capacitors are required. The 
leading switches in each converter can only realize ZVS, 
while the lagging switches can achieve ZVS or ZCS in 
different converter. 
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2. SOFT SWITCHING TOPOLOGIES 

The Soft switching topologies are: 

1. ZVS TL PWM Converter with one CAC per module 

2. ZVS TL PWM Converter with two CACs per module 

3. ZVZCS TL PWM Converter 

4. ZVZCS TL PWM Converter with one CAC per module 

Depending on the number of switches in the converter, the 
switches can be divided into switching pairs. According to the 
different switching patterns, the switches in each switching 
pair can be treated as either leading switches or lagging 
switches. The output voltage is regulated by shifting the phase 
angle between the switching pairs. The energy stored in the 
transformer leakage inductance is utilized by the converter to 
achieve ZVS which is a disadvantage. There are two methods 
to solve this problem: 1. improved ZVS (IZVS) 

2. ZCS  

3. SELECTION OF TOPOLOGY 

ZVS PWM combined TL dc-dc converter experience ZVS 
difficulty because only the energy stored in the leakage 
inductance of the transformer is used to achieve ZVS. In order 
to achieve a complete ZVS of switches down to light load, we 
can increase the leakage inductance of the transformer or add 
an external resonant inductance in series with the primary 
sides of the transformer. However, increased leakage 
inductance will cause a duty cycle loss at the secondary 
rectified voltage and will result in severe parasitic oscillation 
on the secondary side of the transformer, which will reduce 
the overall efficiency indirectly. PWM dc-dc converters are 
usually operated at high input voltage which makes IGBT 
more favorable than MOSFET for these converters, and ZCS 
technology is more suitable for converters with IGBTs 
because of large tailing current during switching commutation. 
Due to the aforementioned reasons, ZVZCS TL PWM 
Converter (Fig.2) is more suitable topology to achieve soft 
switching. Also, the circuit is simple, compact and easy to 
analyze in comparison with the other topologies. 

Fig.2 depicts ZVZCS TL PWM Converter which consists of 
four switches S1 – S4, dc blocking capacitor CBL which is 
large enough to sustain the average voltage of Vin/2. Llk is the 
leakage inductance of T1. D3 and D4 are cut-off diodes. Cin1 
and Cin2 are dc link capacitors with same value and large 
enough to share the input voltage evenly i.e. Vcin1 = Vcin2 = 
Vin/2. D01 and D02 are rectifier diodes. Output filter is 
composed of L0 and C0. R0

 
Fig. 2: ZVZCS TL PWM Converter 

 is the load resistance. Full wave 
rectifier is adopted in this topology. 

4. PROPOSED TOPOLOGY 

4.1 Principle of operation of ZVZCS TL PWM Converter  

To simplify the analysis of the circuit operation , the following 
assumptions are made: 

1. All components are ideal. 

2. Voltage ripple on the dc link capacitors can be neglected. 

3. Output capacitance of each switch is of same value and 
represented by Cos in the equations. 

4. Output filter and load can be considered as a constant 
current source. 

 
Stage.1 [Fig. 6(a)]: Before t0, the circuit operates in the steady 
condition and power is transferred from input source to the 
load. S1 and S4 are turned ON; Do1 is conducted while Do2 is 
OFF; the voltage of CBL increases linearly with time, and the 
slope of VCBL is given by 

𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶
𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑

 = 𝐼𝐼𝑜𝑜
𝑘𝑘𝑇𝑇𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶

   (1)     

During this stage, VBC = Vin−VCBL; Vrect =( Vin−VCBL)/kT ; 
and ip = Io/kT 

Stage 2 [Fig. 6(b)] : At instant t0, S 1 is turned OFF at zero 
voltage due to the existence of C1;VCBL keeps increasing 
during this stage, and reaches its peak value VCBLP at the end 

of this stage; ip keeps constant value of Io/kT during this 
intervals, and charges C1 and discharges C2 linearly with time. 
This stage continues until VC1 equals to Vin/2 and VC2 decays 
to zero. The voltage of point A is given by 
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VA(t) = Vin

At instant t

 − 
𝐼𝐼0(𝑑𝑑−𝑑𝑑0)

2𝑘𝑘𝑇𝑇𝐶𝐶𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂
.   (2) 

1, VA deceases to Vin

T

/2 and the time of this interval 
is 

10

Stage 3 [Fig. 6(c)]: At instant t

 = 𝑘𝑘𝑇𝑇𝐶𝐶0𝑠𝑠𝑉𝑉𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖
𝐼𝐼0

    (3) 

1, D2 is conducted naturally; 
the circuit is operated in the free-wheeling mode; both of the 
rectifier diodes are conducted; during this stage, S2 must be 
gated on to achieve ZVS, S2 is turned on at instant t2; Vrect = 
0. The voltage of CBL can be treated as a constant voltage 
source represented as VCBLP during this stage and it is fully 
applied to Llk to reset the primary side current. The expression 
of ip

i

 in this stage can be given by 

p(t)= 𝐼𝐼0
𝑘𝑘𝑇𝑇

 - 
𝑉𝑉𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶 −

𝑉𝑉𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖
2

𝐶𝐶𝑙𝑙𝑘𝑘
(t-t1

This stage ends until i

)   (4) 

p

T

 decays to zero, and the time of this 
stage is 

31

Stage 4 [Fig. 6(d)]: At instant t

= 𝐼𝐼0𝐶𝐶𝑙𝑙𝑘𝑘
𝑘𝑘𝑇𝑇(𝑉𝑉𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶 −

𝑉𝑉𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖
2 )

     (5) 

3, ip decays to zero. Due to the 
existence of D4, the primary current cannot be conducted in 
the reverse direction. After the instant of t3, ip keeps the value 
zero, so S4 can achieve ZCS turned off. The voltage of CBL

 Stage 5 [Fig. 6(e)]: At instant t

 
keeps constant. 

4, S3 is gated ON, and S3 can 
achieve ZCS turned on due to the existence of the Llk; S 2 has 
been turned on at instant t2; ip increases linearly with time in 
the reverse direction, and the circuits is still in the free-
wheeling modes until ip reaches to −I o/kT. ip

i

 in this stage is 
given by  

p

The voltage of C

(t) = −  𝑑𝑑𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶
𝐶𝐶𝑙𝑙𝑘𝑘

(𝑑𝑑 − 𝑑𝑑4)    (6) 

BL decreases due to discharging current i

V

p 

CBL

This interval ends until i

(t) = 𝑉𝑉𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶 − ∫ 𝑖𝑖𝑝𝑝(𝑑𝑑)𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑
𝑑𝑑4

   (7) 

p = −Io/kT

Stage 6 [Fig. 6(f)]: 

 , so the time of this interval 
can be computed according to the above equation. 

At instant t5, ip reaches to −I o/kT ; the free-wheeling mode is 
over. Primary powers the load from the energy stored in C

through S
BL 

2, D3, S3, the transformer, and output rectifier and 
filter. VBC = −VCBL; Vrect = VCBL/kT ; ip = −Io/kT

 

 . 
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Fig. 3: Equivalent circuits of ZVZCS TL PWM Converter 

4.2 Description of the Blocking Capacitor 

In order to make ip decay to zero in the zero state, a blocking 
voltage source could be inserted in series with the primary 
winding of the transformer. The blocking voltage source is 
nothing but the blocking capacitor CBL. When the upper pair of 
switches conducts, ip charges CBL and discharges CBL when 
the lower pair of switches conduct. During zero state, as ip 
decays and it is not enough to provide load current, rectifier 
diodes conduct simultaneously which makes both primary and 
secondary voltage to be zero. The primary current flows 
through CBL

5. SIMULATION STUDY 

 with constant value during the power transfer 
state and keeps zero during freewheeling intervals. 

The topology considered for simulation i.e., ZVZCS TL PWM 
Converter is shown in Fig 2. Simulation study is carried out 
using MATLAB/SIMULINK. The parameters of the topology 
are given in Table 1. 

Table 1: Simulation parameters 

Input Voltage 600 V 
Output Voltage 80 V 
Switching frequency 20kHz 
DC link Capacitor 400mF 
Blocking Capacitor 60mF 
Leakage Inductance 0.1µH 
L0 20µH 
Co 20µF 

 

Fig. 4: Zero-voltage switching of S

 

Fig. 5: Zero-current switching of S4 

1 

6. CONCLUSION 

This paper provides soft switching solution to a PWM TL dc-
dc converter which is simple, compact and easy to analyze. 
All the switches suffer a voltage stress of Vin
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